ABSTRACT

We present a model-based approach to extract the depth and angular resolution in a plenoptic camera. Obtained results for the depth and angular resolution are validated against Ze-max ray tracing results. The provided model-based approach gives the location and number of the resolvable depth planes in a plenoptic camera as well as the angular resolution with regards to disparity in pixels. The provided model-based approach is straightforward compared to practical measurements and can reflect on the plenoptic camera parameters such as the microlens f-number in contrast with the principal-ray-model approach. Easy and accurate quantification of different resolution terms forms the basis for designing the capturing setup and choosing a reasonable system configuration for plenoptic cameras. Results from this work will accelerate customization of the plenoptic cameras for particular applications without the need for expensive measurements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A plenoptic camera is built by adding a microlens array to a conventional camera, between the main lens and the image sensor and closer to the image sensor [1, 2]. The resulting camera structure records both spatial and angular information about the scene and so opens up for a range of applications such as single snapshot 3D, refocusing and extended depth of field, naming a few [3, 4, 5]. The gain for angular information is obtained at the cost of the sensor pixel budget and post-capture computations. The two configurations of the plenoptic cameras, introduced in [2] and [6] respectively, provide different spatio-angular tradeoff of resolution. It is important to quantify the resolution terms for camera adjustment and evaluation, as well as application-based customization purposes.

1.1. Prior Work

Performance of a plenoptic camera can be expressed in a number of high level camera parameters such as spatial and angular resolution on different depth planes, number and location of resolvable depth planes, depth of field, etc. Analytical and model based approaches have been utilized for quantifying the performance of a plenoptic camera such as the efforts in [6, 7, 8]. An analytical approach for calculating the spatial resolution in a multi-focus plenoptic camera is also presented in [9]. The analytical approaches provide a closed form formula and are the simplest to use, though they employ simplifying assumptions and so do not have the desired level of details and accuracy and can hardly be generalized. Experimental approaches are located in the other end of the complexity spectrum for evaluating plenoptic cameras. Examples of such approaches can be found in [8, 10, 11]. Experimental approaches are too expensive since they need a controlled environment, proper equipments and a minimum level of expertise. Any minor adjustments in camera parameters such as changing the focus or aperture size asks for a whole new set of measurements. Consequently, experimental measurements are mostly used for validation of the analytical or model based approaches. To conclude, a straightforward and accurate solution for performance evaluation of a plenoptic camera is of interest and model-based approaches can be the promising alternative.

1.2. SPC model for camera evaluations

The Sampling Pattern Cube (SPC) model was introduced in [12] and has been successfully utilized for extraction of the spatial resolution in integral imaging setups [13] and state of the art plenoptic cameras [14, 15]. In contrast to the previous models, the SPC model considers the light samples in the form of light cones, which are bundles of light rays, with a tip position and an angular span (see Figure 1). Each pixel on the image sensor receives a bundle of light rays in the form of a light cone and the recorded value by that pixel is the sum of the irradiance of all the light rays in that light cone. To investigate the light sampling properties of the camera, first the SPC model of the camera is built. For this purpose, the light cones are back-tracked to the object space outside the camera. The result of the back-tracking process, which is a new set of light
cones this time in the abject space, is termed the SPC model of the capturing system (see Figure 1). The focus properties of the plenoptic camera is represented in the angular span of the light cones. The camera properties such as the spatial resolution in various depth planes is extracted by looking into the distribution and the overlaps of the light cones in the SPC model of the camera. In the process of extracting the spatial resolution of plenoptic cameras, the SPC model has offered lower complexity compared to the wave-optic-based models and higher accuracy relative to the principal-ray-model which assigns a single principal ray to each pixel [13]. The SPC model is bound to the realm of the geometrical optics which gives a wider scope compared to e.g. the paraxial ray model utilized in [6, 8]. Considering the above advantages, this work focuses on quantifying the angular and depth resolution in a plenoptic camera using the SPC model. Section 2 defines angular and depth resolution extractors and describes their implementation. Results and discussion will follow in Section 3 including validation of the SPC-model-based depth and angular resolution extractors against optical simulation results. Finally we conclude the work in Section 4.

2. DEPTH AND ANGULAR RESOLUTION EXTRACTOR

The depth resolution and the angular resolution are closely related. The depth resolution is looking into the spacing between two consecutive resolvable depth planes while the angular resolution looks into the required disparity amount (in pixels or in angle units) in order to get a new view. The two terms are illustrated in Figure 2.

**Definition 1** (Depth resolvability in the SPC model). Two depth planes $z_1$ and $z_2$ are defined resolvable if not exactly the same list of light cones contribute to the corresponding pixel values on those two depth planes.

Using Definition 1, we build the SPC-model-based depth resolution extractor by:

1. Drawing the line showing the boundary of the central projected pixel (shaded area in Figures 1 and 3). The projected pixel size grows proportionally with depth.

2. Moving in depth towards farther depth planes and marking the depth planes where a new light cone intersects the boundary of the central projected pixel, as the next resolvable depth plane.

Figure 3 illustrates how the resolvable depth planes are extracted, using the SPC model of the plenoptic capturing setup previously shown in Figure 1. The depth-resolution extractor searches in depth and marks the depth planes (in this case depth planes $z_1$ and $z_2$), where a new light cone enters the
Fig. 4: Increasing the number of microlenses (compared to the case in Figure 3) provides new angular information and so improves the depth resolution. The plenoptic setup in this figure is similar to the setup shown in Figure 1, except having five microlenses and so 15 pixels in total in a row. Only half of the SPC model, and so only eight light cones, are illustrated because of the axial symmetry.

list of contributing light cones to the pixel value. The depth planes \( z_i, i = 1, ..., n \), which are marked by the depth resolution extractor, are the location of the resolvable depth planes for the investigated plenoptic camera. For illustration purposes, the main lens is discarded in Figures 1 to 4. However, it is straightforward to transform the location of depth planes to the object space using the thin lens equation:

\[
\frac{1}{a} + \frac{1}{b} = \frac{1}{F}
\]

where \( a \) and \( b \) are object and image distances to the main lens and \( F \) is the focal length.

The angular resolution is obtained with a method similar to the resolvable depth planes \( z_i \). We quantify the angular resolution with regards to the disparity in pixels. To extract the angular resolution, first we assume that the disparity between two neighbouring microimages is considered. We build the SPC-model-based angular resolution extractor by:

1. Building the SPC model of the capturing system using only the two neighbouring microlenses.

2. Finding the resolvable depth planes corresponding to the contribution of the light cones belonging to the neighbouring microlens. An example would be the depth plane where the light cone 5 intersects the boundary of the central projected pixel in Figure 3. (This depth plane happens farther in depth and so is not shown explicitly in Figure 3).

3. Looking up the image sensor pixel corresponding to the light cone, for each light cone from the neighbouring microlens that marked a resolvable depth plane. E.g. the light cone 5 in Figure 3 corresponds to the lower pixel in the upper most microimage in Figure 1. This is done using the correspondence list (the list that preserves the correspondence between light cones and image pixels) in the SPC model.

4. Counting the number of disparity pixels (with respect to the center of the microlens). For the light cone 5, the disparity is -1 pixel.

If the disparity between two non neighboring microimage is of interest, the SPC model of the capturing system is built using only those two microlenses. The rest of the procedure will be as before. The depth and angular resolution extractors are implemented in Matlab. The source code for the SPC model implementation is accessible at http://github.com/mitigooli/OpenAccessSPC.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We validate the SPC-based depth and angular resolution extractors results against the Zemax simulation results from [8]. For this purpose, we build the SPC model of the plenoptic camera configuration stated in [8], and apply the defined depth and resolution extractors. Figure 5 illustrates resolvable depth planes for every one pixel parallax in the microimages captured by the neighbouring microlenses. In order to obtain the results in Figure 5, the depth resolution extractor has marked the resolvable depth planes and then the angular resolution extractor has translated them to the parallax offset in pixels. The SPC-model-based results in Figure 5 are well in line with the results from Zemax ray tracing (from [8]), though the SPC-model based approach is much more straightforward since it does not require a full-fledged ray tracing simulation. As illustrated in Figure 5, the resolvable depth planes are not distributed uniformly throughout depth.
The distance between consecutive resolvable depth planes in a plenoptic setup. Results are obtained by applying the SPC-based depth resolution extractor to the integral imaging setup specified in [13].

Figure 4 gives an insight into this observation. Contribution of new light cones, which gives the position of the resolvable depth planes, does not occur uniformly in depth and the transformation through the main lens only amplifies this non-uniformity. Figure 6 illustrates the distance between consecutive resolvable depth planes in an integral imaging setup specified in [13], using the SPC-based depth resolution extractor. Figure 6 shows that by going farther from the camera, the period and amplitude of the cycles increase (but not necessarily the distance between two consecutive resolvable depth planes). One reasoning for the existence of such periodicity is the periodic structure of the microlens array. Comparing Figures 3 and 4, increasing the number of image sensor pixels and the microlenses (without shrinking the pixel size or microlens pitch) will increase the number and refine the previous distribution of the resolvable depth planes.

In practice, tolerances in the microlens fabrication process and assembling the plenoptic camera might cause deviations from the design parameters. For adjustment and evaluation purposes, it is of great importance to quantify the extent of the deviations. One example is the fabrication tolerance of the microlens aperture size. Figure 7 illustrates the effect of the microlens f-number variation on the parallax offset, using the SPC model-based angular resolution extractor. Here the variation of the fabricated aperture opening from the designed value for all microlenses is of interest, not the variation between the aperture size of different microlenses in the array. Other approaches based on the principal ray model (such as [11]) can not quantify the effect of varying f-number since they do not consider the variations in the span of the light samples as they get farther from the aperture. However, the ray tracing ([8]) approaches can quantify the effect of varying f-number, but only with a full-fledged simulation. The SPC model performs the task using only the camera geometry.

4. Conclusion

In this work we provided depth and angular resolution extractors for plenoptic cameras using the SPC model. We have validated the SPC-based extractors for the depth and angular resolution against Zemax ray tracing results and successfully quantified the number and location of the resolvable depth planes in a plenoptic camera. We showed that the provided extractors reflect how the variations in the plenoptic setup such as the number of pixels and microlenses and the f-number of the microlenses affect the number and location of resolvable depth planes. The provided extractors are shown to be more accurate compared to the principal-ray model while do not require a full-fledged simulation contrary to the comparable ray tracing approaches. This work confirms suitability of the SPC model for the performance evaluation of the plenoptic cameras. Together with a previously defined spatial resolution extractor, the SPC model is capable of accelerating customization of the plenoptic cameras without the need for expensive measurements.
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